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Are climatologists treated unfair ?



A specificity to climate with regards to 
uncertainty ?

Yes ! • Nature of climate : sensitivity to initial 
conditions

• Inherent uncertainty : chaotic, “stochastic” 
uncertainty



A specificity to climate with regards to 
uncertainty ?

No ! • Exploring futures always implies some 
uncertainty 

• Demographists or economists are neither 
asked to predict the future, nor to 
communicate (to everybody) their models 
and assumptions

But climatology is not a social 
science ?



Is climatology a social science ?

Yes ! • Introducing GHG forcing means introducing 
the intrinsic uncertainty of human societies 
(non determinist)

• “Reflexive” (part of the problem and part of 
the solution) uncertainty : climate change is 
not and will never be predictable



Objectifs et principes du projet



Make explicit the chain of uncertainty

• “Reflexive”: socio economic scenarios (GDP, 
populations, energy mix)

• “Stochastic” uncertainty:  initial conditions 
used to initialize the model

• “Epistemic”
– Climate models : 

Sensitivity of global climate models (GCM) to GHG 
concentrations and to the feed-backs in carbon and water 
cycles. 

Spatial accuracy of models even using downscaling 
techniques

– Impact models
– physical (e.g. hydrological models
– Economic models used to quantify the cost of 

impacts
• Adaptative capacity : vulnerability of 

ecosystems and human societies, and their 
resilience;



Opportunities and risks

• The notion of uncertainty is omnipresent in climatology

• A good field of experimentation, for climate and 
beyond (transfer to economics…)

• … but the pressure of climate skepticism does not 
always allow serious scientific work



1. New metrics



Adapting our strategy to time horizons

internal variability

scenario

model bias

Hawkins and Sutton 2009, BAMS, 2009, for Great Britain

British Isles



Minimizing uncertainty ?

Hawkins and Sutton 2009, BAMS, 2009, for Great Britain



…. But still an open question

• A1B scenario

• Same model (CCSM3)

• 40 members (out of 60), 
differing only with 
initial conditions

•  Atmosphere only (inital 
day differs)

• Up to 3°C difference by 
2060…

Need more work like 
this (cost…)

Deser and al, Nature Climate Change, 2012
Deser and al. Clim Dyn, 2012
Terray 2012



Metrics : starting points

• Contrary to short term forecasts, impossibility to check 
predictive skills…

• Work on non-representative, statistically significant 
models ensembles, treated as such, projections are not 
necessarily equiprobable (PDFs…)

• Models have common characteristics (Knutty : “The 
end of model democracy”) 

• Practical limitations (calculation time, availability of 
models, standardization…)

• Possibility of ground breaking results….



2. New communication tools



Context

• Femke Stoverinck Msc 
thesis at TEC, in relation 
with CLIM-RUN

• From a sample of 
« official » climate change 
impact assessmet and 
adaptation strategies, 
analysis of

– Institutional 
communication on 
climate change

– The way climatologists 
communicate outside 
their usual world

Communication of climate information: travelling 
through the decision-making process 

Circulation, uncertainty and visualization 
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Over use of maps….



Spaghettis

 



Visualization:  scientific rigor + social useful 

PDFs…



Time of emergence: when might something 
happen ?

Percentage of models exceeding the 2°C 
threshold

Source : Caminade, Morse, 2012 (EGU Vienna)
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« Double PDF »

Bivariate conditional PDFs, 2021-2050- 1961-1990, 
A1B - Madrid

Source : ENSEMBLES final report



Questions for climatologists

• Which strategy to climate projections ?
• Which models to use?
• Which scenarios?
• What time slices?
• What boundaries for the case study area?
• Which temporal resolution? 
• Which variables?



Room for improvement

 
 Notion on extremes No notion on extremes Total 
Spread of projections 5       (23%) 5     (23%) 10 
Mean of projections 10     (45%) 2     ( 9%) 12 
Total 15 7 22 
Table 5.1: cross-table  combining spread/mean and notion of extremes 
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Source : TEC/ Femke Stoverinck, 2011



3. New data opportunities



Data prospects: CMIP 5 and Cordex as 
references for future years ?

• Projects like ENSEMBLES were a good starting point, now need to 
prepare the implementation of CMIP5/ Cordex

• More scenarios (SRES to RCP), mode models, more members : more 
representative ensembles of models ?

• Data standardization : easier to process

BUT
• Might broaden rather than narrow uncertainty

• More dispersion ! Risks of confusion, blurred messages

• Difficulty to manage (and process) hundreds of projections



Innovate !

• New representation/ communication methods

• Need of filters, to select from large super-ensembles, some 
“reference” projections



Back to basics: understanding 
users’ needs



Dealing with uncertainty: the role of climate 
services

• The lack of uncertainty management is frustrating
– Not (yet) a demand of clients
– Consultants do not know how to manage
– Climatologists have data constraints

• For consultants where does research end, where do 
climate services start (and is research part of climate 
services ?)



Background information

• The worlds of scientists and decision makers differ.

• Providers of climate information are caught in a dilemma: scientific rigor <-> societal 
usefulness.

Two focuses

• The concept of uncertainty hampers effective communication. 

• Visualization of climate information has advantages and risks. 

       



Uncertainty and communication
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Understanding needs

• Theory of decision (“Robust decision”…)

• Vocabulary 
– (risks, probability…)
– Uncertainty, or reliability/confidence (different and more positive) ?

• Feedback on past experiments (adaptation strategies…)

• Adapted surveys, stakeholder association : the spirit of climate services: takes time for such 
technical phenomena

       



• Supporting research
• Innovating projects
• Training
• Communication

Ghislain Dubois

www.tec-conseil.com
www.air-climat.org
38 rue Sénac de Meilhan 
13001 Marseille
France
+ 33 (0) 4 91 91 81 25

• Vulnerability assessment
• Adaptation strategies
• Climate services

Thank you for your 
attention
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